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Gen Con® and Con*Quest Journals™ Together Again for New Gaming Journals
INDIANAPOLIS (February 4, 2016) Con*Quest Journals™ is excited to announce a two year license agreement
with Gen Con®, The Best Four Days in Gaming™, for Gen Con branded Con*Quest Gaming Journals, tote bags,
mini journals, and tabletop gaming pages.
“We are thrilled to license with Gen Con for the next two years.” said Shelley Harper, Con*Quest Journals partner
and Indiana native. “We had great success with our first licensed Gen Con journal last year. We’re creating a new
design for 2016, along with new pages and accessories.”
This year’s Gen Con Con*Quest Journal will feature the Gen Con logo with new original artwork themed on the
game that started it all on custom quality binders. The journals will include newly designed pages based on feedback
gathered from the gaming community, with themed pages for notes, demos, photos and more, plus protective sleeves
and business card pages. A coordinating custom long handled tote bag will be designed to carry journals, dice and
convention necessities. Attendees can capture every moment of The Best Four Days in Gaming™ in one place.
Once the design has been finalized, all merchandise will be available for pre-order.
“The team at Gen Con is proud to continue our partnership with Con*Quest Journals through 2017,” said Scott
Elliott, Gen Con’s Vice President of Business Development. “Gen Con attendees can preserve their memories of
The Best Four Days In Gaming™, and will be able to count on selecting a consistent, quality product each year.”
Pre-orders and advanced shipping will begin in late spring. Visit conquestjournal.com or Quest_Journals on Twitter
for more information on the new designs and timelines as they become available.
About Gen Con
Gen Con LLC produces the largest consumer hobby, fantasy, science fiction, and adventure game convention in
North America, Gen Con, The Best Four Days In Gaming!™. Acquired in 2002 by former CEO and founder of
Wizards of the Coast Peter Adkison, the company is headquartered in Seattle, Washington. For more information,
visit www.gencon.com.
About Con*Quest Journals
Con*Quest Journals™ are made in the US and are the place to collect and protect your convention memories with
gaming and fandom inspired journals, bags and accessories. Invented out of the need for a place for their convention
stuff, business partners Ted and Shelley developed the first journals in 2014. They are based in Seattle and
Indianapolis. For more information please visit conquestjournal.com or call Shelley Harper at 317-294-1567.
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